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T his study develops a comprehensive framework to optimize new product introduction timing and subsequent pro-
duction decisions faced by a component supplier. Prior to market entry, the supplier performs process design activi-

ties, which improve manufacturing yield and the chances of getting qualified for the customer’s product. However, a long
delay in market entry allows competitors to enter the market and pass the customer’s qualification process before the sup-
plier, reducing the supplier’s share of the customer’s business. After entering the market and if qualified, the supplier also
needs to decide how much to produce for a finite planning horizon by considering several factors such as manufacturing
yield and stochastic demand, both of which depend on the earlier time-to-market decision. To capture this dependency,
we develop a sequential, nested, two-stage decision framework to optimize the time-to-market and production decisions
in relation to each other. We show that the supplier’s optimal market entry and qualification timing decision need to be
revised in real time based on the number of qualified competitors at the time of market-entry decision. We establish the
optimality of a threshold policy. Following this policy, at the beginning of each decision epoch, the supplier should opti-
mally stop preparing for qualification and decide whether to enter the market if her order among qualified competitors
exceeds a predetermined threshold. We also prove that the supplier’s optimal production policy is a state-dependent,
base-stock policy, which depends on the time-to-market and qualification decisions. The proposed framework also enables a
firm to quantify how market conditions (such as price and competitor entry behavior) and operating conditions (such as
the rate of learning and inventory/production-related costs) affect time-to-market strategy and post-entry production
decisions.
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1. Introduction and Literature Review

The timing of new product introduction is a critical
decision for many firms. The academic and popular
literature on timing decisions often focuses on new
product introduction to the end-consumer market.
Yet, an upstream component supplier must also
decide when to introduce a new product, which is to
be assembled into a downstream firm’s product.
Some of the challenges in timing decisions for the
component supplier are similar to the challenges
faced by the firm that introduces products directly to
consumer market. For example, the timing decision
for both depends on whether companies invest more
time in product and process design or rush the prod-
uct to the market before competitors. For the compo-
nent supplier, an added challenge is to pass the
customer’s qualification process. Manufacturers

(customers) procure and assemble key components
only from their qualified suppliers. Typically, the cus-
tomer puts the supplier’s product and processes
through stringent tests to qualify the component for
assembly into its end product. To be qualified, the
supplier’s component needs to meet the customer’s
technical requirements and her manufacturing pro-
cess must be ready to fulfill production orders. Activi-
ties related to getting prepared for the customer’s
qualification are often called qualification readiness.
The supplier must decide when to apply for the quali-
fication within a time window specified by the cus-
tomer. The decision to apply for qualification is the
supplier’s time-to-market decision. This decision is
also referred to as the qualification timing decision. Yet,
the outcome of qualification is uncertain. On one
hand, the supplier can improve the manufacturing
yield, production costs as well as the chances of
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getting qualified if more time is allocated to qualifica-
tion readiness. On the other hand, the supplier may
end up getting a smaller share of the customer’s busi-
ness if other suppliers qualify earlier. The problem is
to determine and coordinate optimal qualification
timing and production decisions so as to balance vari-
ous factors affecting expected profits.
Our study is motivated by the market timing and

production decisions faced by suppliers in the hard-
disk drive industry. Suppliers from other industries
also face a similar qualification process. Neswadba
(1993) provides examples from the telecommunica-
tion industry. The author describes the qualification
tests on part functioning, system integration, product
safety, workmanship, and environmental safety. Yao
and Zheng (1999a,b) provide a discussion on the pro-
cess faced by semiconductor suppliers. Gerling et al.
(2002) describe the detailed qualification process and
methodology prepared by companies such as Motoro-
la, Infineon Technologies, Phillips, and Texas Instru-
ments. The case study on Hitachi Global Storage
Technologies (Özer 2009) provides a detailed account
of challenges faced in introducing a new hard-disk
drive. In this study, we take the perspective of the
supplier and develop a sequential decision frame-
work to optimize the market timing, qualification,
and post-qualification production decisions. The sup-
plier’s time-to-market and production decisions are
based on key challenges and dynamics. Next, we dis-
cuss these challenges in detail while reviewing the
relevant literature.

1.1. Dynamics and Challenges
The first challenge faced by the supplier is the qualifi-
cation process rigor and the narrow time window to
apply for qualification. Many products such as hard-
disk drives are critical components for a downstream
manufacturer who produces goods such as computer
systems. The customer needs to deliver its product in
a timely manner. Hence, the supplier is required to
undertake stringent customer qualification tests to
ensure process integrity and fit for the end product
within a qualification time window set by the customer.
For hard-disk drives, this time window is typically a
few quarters, whereas the product life cycle and the
production planing horizon are a few years (Hitachi
GST 2005). The qualification process often involves
lengthy and detailed quality and performance tests,
manufacturing process integration, and conformance
tests. In addition, the customer audits the supplier’s
production sites and verifies whether the supplier is
ready for production. Because of the complexity and
rigor of these tests and the customer time constraint,
the supplier often has only one opportunity to apply
for qualification, and the outcome is uncertain. A
supplier who postpones the qualification application

to allocate more time to prepare for qualification is
more likely to pass the customer qualification. How-
ever, postponing affects other factors, which leads to
the second challenge.
The second challenge for the supplier is when to

apply for qualification relative to other suppliers.
To ensure availability, the customer often qualifies
multiple suppliers (as in Anupindi and Akella 1993,
Federgruen and Yang 2008, 2009). The suppliers that
qualify early are rewarded with a larger allocation of
the customer’s procurement orders. Figure 1 illus-
trates the customer’s percentage allocation of its busi-
ness among qualified suppliers in the hard-disk drive
industry.1 The figure illustrates that the supplier’s
realized market share depends on the order of qualifi-
cation. In particular, the customer buys more from
those suppliers who qualify earlier. One reason for
this inverse relationship is that earlier qualification
applicants have more time to establish better relation-
ships with various departments within the customer
organization. They also have more time to satisfy the
customer’s minor2 requests for adjustments in the
manufacturing processes. Hence, they tend to have
better scorecards with higher average points, which
results in higher allocation of the customer’s business.
One Hitachi GST manager explains “Early applicants
have the advantage of proving themselves early in
providing reliable supply. And the customer simply
rewards the leaders and penalizes the laggers.” We
remark that Figure 1 shows realized market shares at
the end of the production planning horizon, that is,
long after the qualification process. This figure sug-
gests that the expected average market share across
the planning horizon (before the market-entry deci-
sion is made) would have an inverse relationship with
the order of qualification (i.e., the total number of
already qualified competitors when the supplier
applies for qualification). In fact, such an inverse rela-
tionship between order of entry and market share is a
well-established empirical generalization (Kalyanaram
et al. 1995). Several empirical research studies have

First to qualify
Second to qualify
Third to qualify
Fourth to qualify

Figure 1 Market Share Dynamics for a Hard Disk and Drive
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shown that the order of entry is inversely related to
market share (Robinson 1988, Urban et al. 1986). The
supplier may obtain information about the likelihood
of another supplier getting qualified through analyst
reports and historical data on previous qualifications.
Such information also plays an important role in
deciding when to apply for qualification.
The third challenge faced by the supplier is that

customer demand during the product life is uncer-
tain. Hence, after passing the qualification tests, the
supplier faces another hurdle, that is, uncertain
demand for its product. The supplier produces to
stock and bears excess inventory and shortage costs.
The customer also dictates prices, leaving little profit
margin for the supplier. Many technology-driven
components have similar characteristics. For example,
in the hard-disk drive industry, the profit margins are
small and prices decline by 15–20% per year on aver-
age. The price reduction is essentially because of the
decline in production costs due to improved yields
and processes. To be profitable, suppliers focus to
reduce production costs3 (see McKendrick et al.
2000). In such an environment, effective production
and inventory planning is particularly important for
profitability, which leads to the fourth challenge.
The supplier’s fourth challenge is to improve her

manufacturing yields for profitability. The qualified
suppliers are required to deliver components that
meet the customer’s specifications. Each component
is fully inspected before being assembled into the
final product. To exactly meet the customer specifica-
tions, the supplier often manufactures more than one
unit per unit of demand due to imperfect yield. The
supplier may improve yields over time prior to
applying for qualification through better process
design that allows faster assembly, less manual
labor, and lower overhead costs. For example, Pisano
(1996) empirically observes that yield improves if
more time is allocated to process design in the phar-
maceutical and biotechnology industries and refers
to it as learning-before-doing. The yield also improves
during production because accumulated experience
in manufacturing processes reduces costly errors.
This concept is known as learning-by-doing and is also
empirically observed in industries such as semicon-
ductor manufacturing, automobile assembly, and
chemical processing (Hatch and Mowery 1998). For
example, Adler and Clark (1981) determine that
yield improvement is a function of engineering
changes and workforce training for an electronics
manufacturer. On the basis of the data we received
from Hitachi GST and our discussions with produc-
tion managers, we also observed that yield improve-
ment follows similar patterns. Figure 2 illustrates
sample yield curves for a particular product in the
hard-disk drive industry. This figure is based on a

study carried out by Hitachi GST. Each yield curve
corresponds to a specific qualification timing and
represents the yield throughout the product’s life.
The curves increase during production due to learn-
ing-by-doing. The yield curve also shifts upward
when Hitachi GST delays qualification application,
consistent with the learning-before-doing concept.
Finally, reaching a consensus among different func-

tional groups within a company is a major challenge
in deciding when to apply for customer qualification.
From the manufacturing perspective, the qualifica-
tion-readiness stage is an opportune time to improve
yields and production cost. Spending more time on
processes related to qualification translates into
higher yields and lower production costs. Also, such
activities improve the likelihood of getting qualified
for the downstream customer’s product. However,
process improvements may result in a long delay and
cause the supplier to miss the qualification window
altogether. From the marketing and finance perspec-
tives, a late qualification translates into a potential
loss of demand to other suppliers. It is not uncommon
to have long discussions over polarized opinions (Hi-
tachi GST 2005). The complexity of the qualification
timing decision is increased by uncertainties in (i) the
outcome of the customer qualification tests, (ii) other
suppliers’ qualification timing, and (iii) sales volume
projections, that is, demand forecast.

1.2. Solution Approach and Results Overview
To address the above challenges and jointly optimize
qualification timing and production decisions, we for-
mulate the supplier’s problem as a sequential and
nested two-stage stochastic dynamic programs with
multiple decision epochs. Our aim is two fold: (i) to
understand and model the supplier’s decision pro-
cess, the aforementioned challenges, and trade-offs
in sufficient detail and (ii) to provide a decision-
support tool that a supplier, such as Hitachi GST, can
use to optimize market timing and post-qualification

% yields if qualified 1 period before Q1

Q Q

% yields if qualified 4 periods before Q1

% yields if qualified 3 periods before Q1

% yields if qualified 2 periods before Q1

Figure 2 Hitachi GST Yield Curves for a Particular Product
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production decisions. To do so, we determine an optimal
qualification timing and production policy that maxi-
mizes the supplier’s expected profit. We also character-
ize the properties of an optimal policy under various
conditions.
We solve for the supplier’s dynamic decision prob-

lem in two nested stages, which are closely coupled.
We refer to the first stage, in which the supplier deci-
des when and whether4 to apply for qualification, as
the qualification-readiness stage and the second stage as
the production-planning stage. The time frame for the
first stage is given by the qualification time window,
during which the supplier decides when to apply for
qualification to maximize her expected profit. The tim-
ing decision in the first stage affects the supplier’s sto-
chastic demand, the likelihood of being qualified, and
the manufacturing yield during the production-plan-
ning stage. If qualified, in the second stage the supplier
decides how much to produce under imperfect yield at
each period to replenish inventory and fulfill stochastic
demand over a finite planning horizon. The supplier’s
qualification timing decision affects the post-qualification
production decisions and vice versa. Hence, the
timing of the qualification application and the post-
qualification production decisions are closely coupled.
We show that the supplier’s optimal qualification

timing (i.e., time-to-market) decision needs to be
dynamic and revised in real time based on the sup-
plier’s rank among the qualified suppliers, that is,
the order of qualification. In particular, we establish
and characterize an optimal dynamic qualification
timing and production policy. We show that a
threshold policy is optimal for the qualification appli-
cation decision. Under this policy, at the beginning
of each period during the qualification-readiness
stage, the supplier optimally stops preparing for
qualification and decides whether to apply for qual-
ification, if her rank5 among the qualified suppliers
exceeds a predetermined threshold. We also estab-
lish some monotonicity results with respect to pol-
icy parameters. For example, we show that the
supplier should optimally stop preparing for qualifi-
cation earlier if another supplier is more likely to
enter the market. We remark that optimal stopping
problems rarely give rise to a simple optimal policy
structure, which is often complex and exhibits mul-
tiple stopping regions (Bertsekas 2005). Yet, often
and erroneously, optimality of a threshold-type
policy is taken for granted and assumed to be trivial.
In fact, it is remarkable that the proposed dynamic
market-entry strategy gives rise to a threshold-policy
structure because this structure makes the policy
easy to follow, describe, and implement. We also
show that the supplier’s optimal production policy
during the second stage is a state-dependent base-stock
policy. The optimal base-stock levels (hence the

production quantity) depend on the supplier’s
time-to-market decision.
These results enable us to understand and quan-

tify the impact of production decisions on market
timing decisions and vice versa. To quantify the value
of this dynamic strategy, we compare the perfor-
mance of the optimal dynamic policy with two
extreme static strategies: a strategy that pushes the
supplier to enter the market as early as possible
(which is often advocated by the marketing group)
and another strategy that pushes the supplier to
delay the market entry as long as possible (which is
advocated by the manufacturing group). These com-
parisons enable us to identify the conditions when a
dynamic optimal timing and production policy offers
the most value to the supplier. These results also
augment the decision-making process by providing
data-driven discussions based on quantitative analy-
sis rather than relying on discussions polarized by
functional perspectives.
From a methodological perspective, our study is

related to Yao and Zheng (1999a). They formulate and
study a stochastic sequential decision framework with
two stages, which are also coupled as in our formula-
tion. They study a two-stage serial production system
in which some of the products are inspected before
shipments. Yao and Zheng (1999b) and Chambers
et al. (2008) provide a review of this literature. Unlike
this literature, the nature of our problem is such that
100% inspection is mandated. The customer pulls
components only from qualified suppliers’ inventory.
Each component is tested before it is assembled into
the final product. The qualified supplier is required to
deliver only functioning components as specified by
the customer. The yield determines the number of
units required to produce one non-defective product.
The above discussion also highlights the impor-

tance of effective production control for non-
stationary systems with imperfect yields. The impor-
tance of studying non-stationary systems was
recognized as early as the 1960s (Karlin 1960, Veinott
1965, Zipkin 1989). We refer the reader to Levi et al.
(2008) and Özer (2011) for a summary of the related
and recent inventory literature. A large body of
research also studies production control problems
under imperfect and uncertain yield (see Yano and
Lee 1995 for a review of the earlier literature). There is
also a growing literature on studying the problem
from the customer’s perspective. The problem from
the customer’s perspective is to decide how many
suppliers to work with and how to replenish the
inventory and production system given multiple sup-
pliers (e.g., Federgruen and Yang 2008, Parlar et al.
1995). The present article is the first to study the prob-
lem from the perspective of one of the suppliers. We
also contribute to the inventory and production litera-
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ture by characterizing the impact of the supplier’s
time-to-market decision on her production decisions.
In particular, we show the optimality of a state-
dependent base-stock policy where the base-stock
levels depend on the supplier’s time-to-market decision.
Our work is also related to the literature on new

product introduction. This literature has focused
primarily on new product development processes
for firms that sell to the consumer market (such as
Cohen et al. 1996, Krishnan and Ramachandran
2012, Krishnan and Ulrich 2001). This literature
mainly studies static timing decisions, which are
based on static cost–benefit analysis of being early
vs. late in the market. Studying dynamic time-to-
market strategies with information revelations is a
rare undertaking given the extant NPI literature. We
believe this rarity is primarily because the majority
of the NPI literature focuses extensively on generat-
ing managerial insights. Although providing mana-
gerial insights is important and helpful, persisting
on a single-dimensional focus sacrifices the potential
for providing decision-support tools and actionable
policies that firms can actually use. There are excep-
tions that study dynamic problems with information
reevaluations in other related context and environ-
ments, such as in the product transitions (e.g., Li
et al. 2010) and the technology adoptions literatures
(e.g., Liu and Özer 2009). We believe more research
along the line of providing dynamic decision-
support tools and implementable policies is needed
for new product development and introduction
decisions. Developing such decision-support tools
and policies often requires working closely with a
company, considering its business environment,
available data, and various other issues.
In summary, the present study contributes to the

literature in three aspects. First, we develop a deci-
sion-theoretic model to analyze time-to-market and
post-entry production decisions in relation to each
other. The issues discussed are motivated by chal-
lenges faced in practice. Hence, the results also pro-
vide implementable recipes that a supplier can use to
maximize expected profits. Second, we determine
timing strategies that allow for a dynamic and real-
time response to changing market and operational
conditions. Third, we study the supplier’s stochastic
production control problem together with her market
timing problem. This third aspect enables us to deter-
mine the relationship between qualification-readiness
and post-qualification production decisions. It also
enables us to contribute to the production control lit-
erature by characterizing the impact of the supplier’s
qualification readiness and market timing decision on
the production decisions. Conversely, we establish
the impact of production control on the time-to-
market decision.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2, we formulate the supplier’s two-stage stochastic
dynamic decision problem. In section 3, we character-
ize an optimal dynamic market timing policy and an
optimal production policy. In section 4, we present a
numerical study to provide managerial insights and
quantify the effects of various market and operating
conditions on the supplier’s market timing and produc-
tion decisions and the resulting expected profit. In sec-
tion 5, we conclude.

2. The Formulation

Product development often occurs over several years
and in various concurrent or parallel stages from con-
cept development to prototype production and test-
ing. For a supplier, the final stages of component
development and manufacturing includes activities
related to qualification readiness. These activities are car-
ried out to prepare the component for process integrity
and fit for the end product. Application for qualifica-
tion is done during the final stages before mass pro-
duction. At this point, the supplier faces a two-stage
stochastic decision process. During the first stage, the
qualification-readiness stage, the supplier decides when
to apply for qualification. The duration of this stage,
that is, the qualification time window, is set by the cus-
tomer. When the supplier applies for qualification, the
customer takes the supplier through various tests. If
the supplier passes qualification, it becomes a quali-
fied supplier for a finite production planning horizon.
During this second stage, the production-planning stage,
the supplier decides when and how much to produce
to satisfy uncertain demand. The qualification time
window, that is, the first stage, is often shorter than
the production planning horizon. Yet, the two stages
are nested and closely coupled. In the hard-disk
drive industry, the first stage is typically a few quar-
ters whereas the production planning horizon is a few
years.
We divide the qualification-readiness stage into N

periods such that in each period n 2 {1,…,N},
either one supplier qualifies with probability
pn 2 ½0; 1� or no other suppliers qualify with proba-
bility 1 � pn. Let kn denote the random variable rep-
resenting whether or not another supplier qualifies
in period n:

kn ¼ 1; if a supplier qualifies (with probability pnÞ;
0; if no one qualifies ðwith probability 1� pnÞ:

�

We remark that our results continue to hold when
more than one supplier qualifies during one period.
To capture such a scenario, one can model kn with a
non-negative discrete random variable.6
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The qualification outcome is an uncertain event,
details of which are discussed as the first challenge in
section 1.1. Let qn 2 ½0; 1� denote the probability that
the focal supplier qualifies if she applies for qualifica-
tion at the beginning of period n. We have qn increas-
ing in n because of additional time allocated to
qualification-readiness activities. Let sn denote the
random variable representing the supplier’s qualifica-
tion outcome in period n:

sn ¼ 1; if the supplier qualifies (with probability qnÞ;
0; otherwise (with probability 1� qnÞ:

�

The supplier produces the component to stock dur-
ing the second stage over a finite planning horizon.
The supplier’s stochastic demand during the produc-
tion-planning stage depends on the supplier’s rank in
the qualification order as discussed in the second
challenge of section 1.1. Specifically, if the rank of the
most recently qualified supplier is in at period n, then
the supplier’s share of the business is vðinÞ 2 ½0; 1�:
Note that in can also be interpreted as the total num-
ber of already qualified suppliers, that is, competitors,
in the market when the focal supplier applies for
qualification. A high rank in the order of qualification
affects the supplier’s demand adversely: vðinÞ is
decreasing7 in in. We also refer to this function as the
supplier’s market share.
During the production-planning stage in period

t ∈ {1,...,T}, the supplier faces demand DtðinÞ ¼
vðinÞDt, if qualified; 0, otherwise. Total market
demand Dt is a non-negative random variable with
any arbitrary distribution and EDt \1: The supplier
receives a per-unit payment, incurs per-unit produc-
tion, and inventory-related costs. Each item produced
is either defective or non-defective. Production cost is
incurred on all items, including the defective ones.
Yield depends on both the time of qualification and
the period of production because of learning-before-
doing and learning-by-doing. These dynamics are dis-
cussed as the third and fourth challenges in section
1.1. Specifically, if the supplier applies for qualifica-
tion in period n of the qualification-readiness stage,
and if qualified, then the supplier transitions from
qualification processes with pilot runs to mass
production. At the end of this transition and at the
beginning of mass production, the resulting yield is
rn1 2 ð0; 1�. The yield may also change over the pro-
duction planning horizon, that is, rnt reflects the yield
in production planning period t ∈ 1,…,T.
The supplier’s expected profit depends on several

factors, such as the production cost, yield, inventory
holding and penalty costs, and stochastic demand
over the production horizon. These factors are
affected by the supplier’s qualification timing
decision in the first stage. Therefore, the production

planning problem and the resulting expected profit
are closely coupled through the following three state
variables: (i) the period in which the supplier decides
whether to apply for qualification, n, (ii) the rank of
the most recently qualified supplier, in, that is, the
total number of qualified competitors before the focal
supplier decides whether to apply for qualification,
and (iii) whether the supplier passes the qualification,
sn. Hence, let Jnðin; snÞ be the supplier’s expected profit
at the beginning of production-planning stage if she
stops preparing for qualification at period n of the
qualification-time window. We will explicitly define
this profit function in section 2.2 when we formulate
the production-planning problem.

2.1. Qualification-Readiness Stage
Here, we formulate the first stage dynamic program to
determine the optimal time for the supplier to stop
preparing for qualification and decide whether to
apply for it. The state space is given by the rank of the
most recently qualified supplier, in, that is, the total
number of already qualified competitors in the market
when the supplier is still preparing for qualification.
The sequence of events is as follows. At the beginning
of each period n � N, the supplier observes the num-
ber of already qualified competitors, in. Next, she deci-
des between the following two alternatives:

onðinÞ ¼
oc : Continue preparing for qualification,
os : Stop preparing for qualification and

decide whether to apply for it.

8<
:

At the end of period n, the state space is updated as
follows:

inþ1 ¼ S; if in ¼ S; or in 6¼ S and onðinÞ ¼ os,
in þ kn; otherwise.

�

If the supplier stops preparing for qualification, the
state variable in moves into a terminal state S. If the
supplier continues preparing for qualification, the
total number of already qualified suppliers remains
the same or increases, depending on the realization
of kn.
When the supplier stops preparing for qualifica-

tion, her resulting expected profit is

AnðinÞ ¼maxfqnJnðin;1Þ þ ð1� qnÞJnðin;0Þ �K;0g; ð1Þ

where K is the fixed cost of applying for qualifica-
tion. Recall that if the supplier applies for qualifica-
tion in period n, she is qualified; that is, sn ¼ 1,
with probability qn. In this case, her profit during
the second stage, i.e., production-planning stage, is
given by Jn(in,1). If the supplier is not qualified, that
is, sn = 0, then her profit during the second stage is
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given by Jn(in,0). Hence, the supplier applies for
qualification when her expected profit is not nega-
tive. The fixed cost K does not change the structural
results; hence, we drop it from the formulation.
Alternatively, the supplier may decide not to apply
for qualification if it is not profitable to do so.
Next, we formulate a dynamic program to find the

optimal time to apply for qualification. The reward func-
tion is defined as follows. For all periods n ∈ {1,…,N},

fnðinÞ ¼ AnðinÞ; if in 6¼ S and onðinÞ ¼ os,
0; otherwise.

�

Let P � fo1ði1Þ; . . .oNðiNÞg represent a given strategy
that specifies when to stop preparing for qualifica-
tion. Given the reward function above, the expected
profit can be written as EðPN

n¼1 fnðinÞ j PÞ; where the
expectation is taken with respect to the random vari-
ables that represent whether or not another supplier
qualifies in period n; that is, kn. The cash flows take
place during the production planning. The sup-
plier’s optimization problem is

max
P

E
XN
n¼1

fnðinÞ j P
" #

:

The solution to this problem is obtained by solving
the following dynamic program:

BNðiNÞ ¼
ANðiNÞ; if iN 6¼ S; then oN ðiNÞ ¼ os;

0; if iN ¼ S: ð2Þ

�

and for n ∈ {1, 2,…, N � 1} we solve

BnðinÞ ¼ maxfHnðinÞ;AnðinÞg; if in 6¼ S,
0; if in ¼ S;

�
ð3Þ

where

HnðinÞ � pnBnþ1ðin þ 1Þ þ ð1� pnÞBnþ1ðinÞ: ð4Þ

When the maximum in Equation (3) is attained by
An(in), it is optimal for the supplier to stop preparing
for qualification and decide whether to apply for it.
Otherwise, it is optimal to delay market entry and
continue preparing for qualification. If the supplier
delays market entry, during period n another compe-
titor qualifies before the supplier with probability
pn—increasing the number of competitors who quali-
fied before the supplier to in + 1. Alternatively, the
number of competitors would remain the same with
probability 1 – pn. Hence, the supplier’s expected
profit at the beginning of period n is given by Hn(in) if
he decides to delay market entry and continue
preparing for qualification until the next decision
epoch.

For a more concise representation of the above opti-
mal stopping problem, we define QnðinÞ � BnðinÞ�
AnðinÞ, and substitute QnðinÞ þ AnðinÞ for BnðinÞ in
Equations (2) and (3) and substract AnðinÞ from both
sides of these equations to obtain an equivalent
formulation. The resulting dynamic programming
formulation for n = 1,…, N � 1, is given by

QnðinÞ ¼ maxfTnðinÞ; 0g; where ð5Þ
TnðinÞ ¼ HnðinÞ � AnðinÞ; ð6Þ

and QNð�Þ ¼ 0: Under this formulation, if TnðinÞ � 0;
it is optimal to delay market entry and continue pre-
paring for qualification; otherwise it is optimal to
stop. In the following section, we model the produc-
tion-planning stage. The solution of the problem for
the production-planning stage provides us the sup-
plier’s expected profit function if she stops the pro-
cess for qualification readiness in period n; that is,
AnðinÞ in Equation (1). Next, we discuss how the
expected profit from production is obtained.

2.2. Production Planning
If the supplier is not qualified, the problem terminates
and the supplier does not produce and earn anything,
that is, Jn(in,0) = 0. However, if the supplier is quali-
fied, the transition from pilot run to mass production
takes place. During the production stage, the
sequence of events at the beginning of each produc-
tion period t ∈ {1,…,T} is as follows. The supplier
reviews available information and decides how much
to produce. The production lead time is zero. Produc-
tion cost is ct per unit. Non-defective items produced
are added to inventory. Demand is realized and satis-
fied through on-hand inventory if any; otherwise it is
backordered. The supplier receives wt per unit sold.
The price wt applies to demand as well as the backor-
ders filled in period t.8 The supplier incurs a holding
cost ht per unit of on-hand inventory. She incurs a
backorder cost bt per unit of backordered demand. At
the end of the production-planning stage, any remain-
ing non-defective inventory is salvaged for cTþ1 per
unit. Backorders are satisfied by a final production
costing cTþ1 per unit. All revenues and costs are dis-
counted by a ∈ (0,1] in each period.
The state space is given by ðxnt; vðinÞÞ; where xnt is

the net inventory before production; that is, inventory
on hand minus backorders. At the end of period t, the
state space is updated as

xn;tþ1 ¼ ynt �DtðvðinÞÞ;
where ynt ¼ xnt þ rntznt is the net inventory after
the production decision and znt is the production
quantity. The net inventory depends on production
period t and the qualification timing n.
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Based on the end-of-period net inventory, the
expected holding and backorder cost charged to per-
iod t is given by

Gntðynt; vðinÞÞ ¼ htE½ynt �DtðvðinÞÞ�þ
þ btE½DtðvðinÞÞ � ynt�þ:

ð7Þ

The following dynamic program provides the opti-
mal expected profit when T � t + 1 periods are left
before the end of the production planning horizon:

Vntðxnt; vðinÞÞ ¼ max
ynt � xnt

½wtEminfynt;DtðvðinÞÞg

� wt minf0; xntg � ct
rnt

ðynt � xntÞ
� Gntðynt; vðinÞÞ
þ aEVn;tþ1ðxn;tþ1; vðinÞÞ�: ð8Þ

The expectations are taken with respect to DtðvðinÞÞ:
The first term inside the maximization is the reve-
nue from filling demand in the current period. The
second term is the revenue from filling backorders.
The third term is the production cost in the current
period. Production cost is incurred on all units,
including the defective ones. The inspection process
is perfect; that is, every unit produced is tested and
only non-defective units are added to inventory. The
fourth term is the expected holding and backorder
cost function. The last term is the expected profit-
to-go function. The terminal value function is
Vn;Tþ1ðxn;Tþ1; �Þ � �ðwTþ1 � cTþ1

rn;Tþ1
Þminf0;xn;Tþ1gþ

cTþ1 maxf0; xn;Tþ1g:
To obtain the supplier’s expected profit in Equation

(1), we embed the solution of the above problem to
the optimal stopping problem formulated in the pre-
vious subsection. We define

Jnðin; snÞ � Vn1ð0; vðinÞÞ; if sn ¼ 1,
0; if sn ¼ 0:

�

3. The Analysis

To solve the two-stage stochastic, coupled dynamic
programing formulation of the previous section, we
first solve the second-stage production problem. We
determine an optimal production policy and the
expected profit. Then we embed the optimal expected
profit into the dynamic programming formulation of
the qualification-readiness stage. By solving this first
stage, we characterize an optimalmarket timing policy.

3.1. Optimal Production Policy
First, we show that the profit-maximization formula-
tion in Equation (8) is equivalent to a cost-minimization
formulation. To do so, we define the modified unit
production cost, backorder, and holding costs as

cnt � ct=rnt; for t�T þ 1;

bnt � bt þ wt � cnt � aðwtþ1 � cn;tþ1Þ; for t�T;

hnt � ht þ cnt � acn;tþ1; for t�T � 1; and

hnT � hT þ cnT � acTþ1:

ð9Þ

The following expected holding and shortage cost
is charged to period t:

Untðynt; vðinÞÞ � hntE½ynt �DtðvðinÞÞ�þ
þ bntE½DtðvðinÞÞ � ynt�þ:

ð10Þ

We assume that hnt and bnt are positive to avoid
trivial solutions. The following dynamic program
provides the optimal expected cost when T – t + 1
periods are left before the end of the production-
planning horizon:

Rntðxnt; vðinÞÞ ¼ min
ynt � xnt

Wntðynt; vðinÞÞ where; ð11Þ

Wntðynt; vðinÞÞ ¼ Untðynt; vðinÞÞ
þ aERn;tþ1ðxn;tþ1; vðinÞÞ:

ð12Þ

The terminal cost function is Rn;Tþ1ðxn;Tþ1;
vðinÞÞ � 0: We have the following result.

LEMMA 1. For any n; xnt; vðinÞ; the following statement
is true for all t � 1:

Vntðxnt;vðinÞÞ¼
XT
j¼t

aj�tðwj�cnjÞEDjðvðinÞÞþcntxnt

�wtminf0;xntg�Rntðxnt;vðinÞÞ: ð13Þ

The first three terms in the right-hand side of Equa-
tion (13) are constants. They do not depend on the
production policy. Hence, an optimal production con-
trol policy that minimizes the problem defined by
Equations (10)–(12) also maximizes the problem
defined by Equations (7)–(8).

THEOREM 1. For any n; vðinÞ; the following statements
are true for all t � 1:

(i) Wntðynt; vðinÞÞ is convex and coercive9 in ynt:
(ii) A state-dependent base-stock policy is optimal and

the optimal base-stock level is given by

y�ntðvðinÞÞ �minfy : Wntðy; vðinÞÞ
�Wntðx; vðinÞÞ for all xg:

(iii) Rntðxnt; vðinÞÞ is increasing convex in xnt:

This theorem establishes the optimality of a state-
dependent base-stock policy. Under this policy, if
the net inventory before production is less than the
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base-stock level, xt \ y�ntðvðinÞÞ; it is optimal to
produce enough to bring the net inventory level up
to y�ntðvðinÞÞ; otherwise it is optimal not to produce.
The optimal base-stock levels, y�ntðvðinÞÞ; depend on
the qualification timing n, production period t, and
the rank of the supplier, that is, in þ 1, among other
qualified suppliers. For example, there may be a total
of six qualified suppliers when the production stage
commences, and our focal supplier could be the
fourth one to qualify during the qualification time
window. In that case, in would be three. This theorem
extends the classical inventory and production con-
trol literature and accounts for the impact of the
market timing decision on optimal production and
inventory decisions.

LEMMA 2. Let ~xnt � xnt=vðinÞ: For any n; xnt; vðinÞ; the
following statements are true for all t � 1:

(i) Rntðxnt; vðinÞÞ ¼ vðinÞRntð~xnt; 1Þ:
(ii) Vntðxnt; vðinÞÞ ¼ vðinÞVntð~xnt; 1Þ:
(iii) y�ntðvðinÞÞ ¼ vðinÞy�ntð1Þ:
This lemma shows that the optimal expected profit,

optimal expected production cost, and the optimal base-
stock levels are proportional to the supplier’s market
share. This result helps establish an optimal market tim-
ing policy. It also drastically reduces the computational
requirement and time to solve the problem. To reduce
the computational work, one can first solve the problem
assuming that the supplier has 100% market share, that
is, vðinÞ ¼ 1; and thenmultiply the resultswith the sup-
plier’s market share to obtain the corresponding profit
and production policy. All such structural results bring
the framework one step closer to effective implementa-
tion.

THEOREM 2. For any in and sn; the following statements
are true:

(i) Jnðin; snÞ ¼ vðinÞjnðsnÞ; where

jnðsnÞ � Vn1ð0; 1Þ; if sn ¼ 1;
0; if sn ¼ 0:

�
ð14Þ

(ii) jnðsnÞ is increasing in n.

The function jnðsnÞ is the expected profit when the
supplier gets qualified and captures 100% of the cus-
tomer’s business. This result states that the supplier’s
optimal expected profit is increasing with qualifica-
tion timing if the supplier’s market share is unaf-
fected. This is because the supplier improves
production yield through learning-before-doing by
delaying the qualification application. Next, we
solve the supplier’s optimal time to apply for qualifi-
cation.

3.2. Optimal Time to Apply for Qualification
Recall from Equation (1) that AnðinÞ is the optimal
profit when the supplier stops preparing for qualifica-
tion. We define

an � maxfqnjnð1Þ þ ð1� qnÞjnð0Þ; 0g; ð15Þ

which is the optimal expected profit when the sup-
plier stops preparing for qualification in period n
and has 100% of the customer’s business.

THEOREM 3. The following statements are true for all
n � 1.

(i) AnðinÞ ¼ vðinÞan:
(ii) an is non-negative increasing in n.

The first part of the theorem shows that the sup-
plier’s expected profit can be written as the product of
two factors that favor early and late time-to-market
(qualification application) decisions, respectively. The
supplier’s market share v(in) tends to reduce over
time. Hence, this first factor favors early entry. In con-
trast, an the expected profit for a supplier who is guar-
anteed 100% of the customer’s business tends to
increase over time. Hence, this second factor favors
late entry. The optimal qualification timing decision is
the outcome of a trade-off between these two factors.
Next, we turn to the dynamic programming formu-

lation in Equations (5)–(6) and state the optimal stop-
ping result. To do so, we identify the points where
TnðiÞ crosses the zero line. For n = 1, i = 0, and there-
fore the decision is based on T1ð0Þ: For n = 2,…,
N � 1, we define Xn � f0; 1; . . .; n� 1g as the possi-
ble values in can take at the beginning of period n. We
also define

i�n � maxfi j i 2 Xn : TnðiÞ� 0g; for n�N � 1: ð16Þ

We set i�n ¼ �1 if maxfi j i 2 Xn : TnðiÞ� 0g ¼ ;
and i�n ¼ 1 if maxfi j i 2 Xn : TnðiÞ� 0g ¼ n � 1:

THEOREM 4. When v(i) has decreasing first differences,10

the following statements are true for all n � N � 1:

(i) TnðiÞ is decreasing in i.
(ii) An optimal policy is given by

o�nðiÞ ¼
oc; i� i�n
os; i[ i�n:

�

(iii) QnðiÞ is decreasing in i.

This theorem shows that the optimal qualification
timing policy has a threshold structure. Under this pol-
icy, at the beginning of period n, the supplier opti-
mally stops preparing for qualification when the rank
of the most recently qualified supplier exceeds the
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predetermined threshold i�n. In other words, the sup-
plier optimally stops preparing for qualification when
the total number of qualified competitors at period n
exceeds the threshold i�n. The supplier then decides
whether to apply for qualification and enter the mar-
ket by solving Equation (1). The decreasing first dif-
ferences in the supplier’s market share function
implies that as the number of qualified competitors in
the market at period n, that is, in; increases, the poten-
tial demand loss from not applying for qualification
increases as well. When the number of qualified
competitors at period n exceeds the threshold i�n; the
benefit of delaying qualification application to pre-
pare for it does not meet the cost of losing market
share to competitors. We remark that the decreasing
first differences condition is sufficient but not
necessary.

THEOREM 5.

(i) The optimal threshold i�n decreases when pn, the
probability that another supplier passes qualification
test in period n, increases.

(ii) The optimal threshold i�n decreases when qn, the
qualification probability in period n, increases.

The first part of the theorem shows that a higher
probability of another supplier getting qualified
results in a higher tendency to stop qualification read-
iness early. Intuitively, not delaying this decision is
justified to avoid losing more demand, which is more
likely to be lost to other suppliers. The second part of
the theorem shows that a higher likelihood of qualifi-
cation also leads to a higher tendency to stop prepar-
ing for qualification. In this case, the supplier has less
incentive to further postpone the qualification applica-
tion. In addition to providing managerial insights and a
“smell test,” these structural results substantially reduce
the search for optimal policy parameters in optimization
algorithms used to solve for the supplier’s problem out-
lined in this article.

4. Numerical Study

Here, we investigate and quantify the impact of var-
ious market and operating conditions on the expected
profit, optimal time-to-market, and production deci-
sions. This dynamic decision framework enables us to
also conduct a what-if analysis. In particular, we pro-
vide insights into the relationship between the market
timing strategy and post-entry operating conditions.
The following describes the setup for the numerical
study.
All cost parameters are stationary: ct ¼ c; ht ¼ h,

and bt ¼ b. We vary the b/h ratio to investigate the
effect of inventory-related costs. Price follows the
form wt ¼ w1ð1 � nÞt�1; where ξ ∈ [0,1] is the price

erosion rate. We vary ξ to investigate the overall
effect of prices. The yield function is of the form
rnt ¼ 1 � e�hðn�1Þ�bt: The parameters h > 0 and b > 0
represent the learning-before-doing and learning-
by-doing rates, respectively. We vary h and b to
investigate the effect of learning.
The supplier’s average market share function is of

the form vðiÞ ¼ a � beci, where cmodels the marginal
loss in market share. When c > 0 (respectively, c < 0)
the function has decreasing (respectively, increasing)
first differences. We vary c to investigate how the sup-
plier’s average market share affects his market timing,
production decisions, and the resulting expected
profit.
Random demand Dt is normally distributed and

stationary with mean l and standard deviation r. By
varying the coefficient of variation of demand, r/l,
we investigate the effect of demand uncertainty. The
probability of a competitor qualifying over time is sta-
tionary ðpn ¼ pÞ: The supplier’s qualification probability
follows the form qn ¼ q þ fn; where q ∈ [0,1] is the
base qualification probability and f ∈ [0, (1 � q)/
N)] is the rate of improvement.
In the base scenario, we set l = 1000, r = 200, h = 1,

b = 6, c = 3, a = 0.95, w1 ¼ 20, ξ = 0.1, h = 0.5,
b = 0.5, c = 0.6, p = 0.5, q = 0.6, f = 0.025, N = 6, and
T = 9.

4.1. Measures of Interest
We quantify the expected profits under the optimal
qualification timing, and also under two extreme mar-
ket timing strategies. One extreme is to stop qualifica-
tion readiness “early,” at the beginning of the first
period, that is, n = 1, and decide whether to apply for
qualification. The corresponding profit is denoted by pe
and is equal to A1ði1Þ as defined in Equation (1). The
other extreme is to delay the qualification application
process as much as possible and apply “late,” at the
beginning of the last period, that is, n = N. We denote
the corresponding profit by pl: We compute it using a
policy evaluationmethod inwhich the decision onðinÞ is
forced to be oc until period N. The expected optimal
profit p� is given by B1ði1Þ as defined in Equation (3).
Recall the earlier discussion that the marketing

group often pushes to enter market and apply for
qualification early, whereas the manufacturing group
prefers allocating longer time on qualification readi-
ness and enter the market late. We quantify how
much the supplier can improve expected profit by
following an optimal time to apply for qualification as
compared to the aforementioned two extreme and
static strategies. In particular, the expected profit
difference between the first extreme (stop early at per-
iod 1) and the optimal strategy is the value of a
dynamic optimal timing strategy. This measure can
also be interpreted as the value of additional prepara-
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tion for qualification. We quantify this measure by
reporting the percentage profit difference,
E ¼ ½ðp� � peÞ=pe� 	 100%: The profit difference
between the second extreme (stop late at period N)
and the optimal strategy is the value of knowing
when to stop preparing for qualification. We quantify
this measure by reporting the percentage profit differ-
ence, L ¼ ½ðp� � plÞ=pl� 	 100%: Note that under all
three strategies, the supplier makes optimal produc-
tion decisions after getting qualified. Therefore,
differences in profits stem from the differences in
when the supplier applies for qualification. After
stopping the preparation for qualification, the sup-
plier decides whether to apply for it (Equation 1). If
qualified, she decides how much to produce dur-
ing the production-planning horizon. Applying for
qualification was optimal in all our experiments.
The optimal dynamic strategy under the base sce-

nario is given by the optimal thresholds i�1 ¼ i�2 ¼ 1,
i�3 ¼ i�4 ¼ 1, and i�5 ¼ 0. The threshold levels for peri-
ods 1 and 2 state that it is optimal to continue prepar-
ing for qualification at least until period 3. At the
beginning of periods 3 and 4, the supplier checks the
rank of the most recently qualified supplier; if this
number exceeds 1 (i.e., if there is already one qualified
competitor in the market), then it is optimal for the
supplier to stop preparing for qualification and
decide whether to apply for it. At the beginning of
period 5, it is optimal to stop if the rank exceeds 0.
The corresponding optimal expected profit is
p� ¼ 25;294. The percentage improvements over the
two extreme qualification preparation strategies are
E = 14.7% and L = 7.9%. Figure 3 illustrates the
monotonicity of optimal threshold i�4 as functions of
the probability of a competitor passing the qualifica-
tion tests, p4; and the focal supplier’s qualification
probability, q4: The optimal threshold is decreasing in
both probabilities (as shown in Theorem 5).

4.2. Effect of Operating vs. Market Conditions
The proposed framework enables one to investigate
and quantify how each factor in Table 1 affects the
optimal market timing and production policies, the
corresponding profit, the value of additional time to

prepare for qualification, and the value of knowing
when to stop preparation. This section provides some
example factors from each of the four quadrants in
Table 1. A more comprehensive study is presented in
an unabridged version of this article and can be
obtained from the first author.
Impact of Price. Figure 4 illustrates the impact of

price erosion rate ξ. The optimal thresholds for all
periods increase with ξ. Here, we illustrate only i�5.
This observation suggests that the supplier has higher
tendency to delay qualification application when
price erosion is steeper. A high price erosion rate
reduces the optimal profit, increases the value of addi-
tional preparation for qualification, and decreases the
value of knowing when to apply for qualification.
Intuitively, low prices squeeze the supplier’s profit. In
an effort to maintain higher profits by reducing costs,
the supplier should optimally delay qualification
application to improve production yields further.
These observations also suggest that an optimal
dynamic timing strategy can substantially help reduce
the impact of low prices in markets with steep price
erosions (as in the high-technology markets).
Impact of Inventory Costs. Figure 5 illustrates the

impact of holding inventory vs. backordering costs by
fixing b = 6 and varying h ∈ {0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.75, 1, 1.5,
3}. The optimal threshold i�5 increases with a higher
b/h ratio, implying a higher tendency to delay qualifi-
cation application. Intuitively, as backordering is
more costly relative to holding inventory, the supplier
produces and stocks inventory earlier in the produc-
tion planning horizon. The increased production, and
lower yields during the earlier stages of the produc-
tion affect profit at a larger scale. Hence, the supplier
should optimally aim to improve yield through learn-
ing-before-doing, that is, by delaying qualification
application and further improving manufacturing
processes. Note also that as the supplier tends to
apply later with a higher b/h ratio, the value of addi-
tional preparation for qualification increases, whereas
the value of knowing when to stop preparing
decreases. These observations suggest that a supplier
with relatively high backlogging costs benefits more
from additional time allocated to qualification readi-
ness. Finally, as we decrease holding cost while keep-
ing backorder cost fixed, the overall cost of the system
is reduced; hence, the profit increases.

Figure 3 The Effect of Competitor Entry Probability and Qualification
Probability on i�4

Table 1 Factors That Impact the Optimal Time-to-Market and
Production Policies

Pre-qualification Post-qualification

Operating
conditions

Qualification probability Learning by doing
Learning before doing Inventory costs

Market
conditions

Market share Price
Competitor entry probability Demand uncertainty
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Impact of Learning Before Doing. Figure 6 shows
that the optimal threshold i�5 decreases with h, imply-
ing a lower tendency to delay qualification applica-
tion. When the supplier reaches high yields earlier
(i.e., when h is large), she has less incentive to fur-
ther postpone qualification application. The optimal
profit and the value of additional preparation for
qualification increase because of higher yields
achieved due to learning-before-doing. The value of
knowing when to stop also improves with faster
learning because the supplier tends to stop earlier.
These observations suggest that a supplier who

learns faster before actual production benefits more
from a dynamic qualification timing strategy than a
static strategy.
Impact of the Supplier’s Market Share. Figure 7

illustrates that as c increases, the loss of percentage
share of the customer’s business to competitors
becomes smaller and the cost of continuing qualifica-
tion preparation decreases. Hence, the optimal
profit increases with c. Note also that as the cost of
continuing qualification preparation decreases, the
value of additional preparation increases, and the
value of knowing when to stop decreases. This

Figure 4 The Impact of Price Erosion Rate (ξ)

Figure 5 The Impact of Inventory Costs (b/h)

Figure 6 The Impact of Learning-Before-Doing Rate (h)

Figure 7 The Impact of Market Share (c)
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observation suggests that a dynamic timing strategy
yields a higher benefit when marginal loss of market
share is larger with more competitors in the market.
A remark is in order here. In cases with c < 0, the
market share has increasing differences. Even in these
cases, the threshold policy is optimal.
Relative Impact of Uncertainties. To compare the

relative impact of the three uncertainties, we initially
set the coefficient of variation to 0.2 for all uncer-
tainties and set f = 0. In Figure 8, we change the
coefficient of variation of each uncertainty on [0.2,
0,5] while keeping the cv for the other two uncer-
tainties constant and illustrate the resulting percent-
age impact in the optimal expected profit. The
optimal profit decreases with high cv for demand or
for the supplier’s qualification probability while it
increases with high cv for competitor entry probabil-
ity. We present the absolute profit change in percent-
ages, as we are interested in the magnitude of
change rather than its sign. We observe that the
uncertainty in qualification outcome affects the
expected profit more than the other two sources of
uncertainty. Uncertainty around competitors’ qualifi-
cation timing does not affect the profit significantly.
We repeated the above experiments for shorter pro-
duction periods, that is, for T = 6 and T = 3. The
variation in the percentage differences across these
experiments were negligible. These observations
suggest that the supplier benefits more by spending
resources to learn the customer qualification process
and requirements instead of studying competitors’
behavior.

5. Discussion, Extensions, and
Conclusion

This article studies a supplier’s timing decision to
apply and qualify her product with a downstream
customer and interrelate the qualification with pro-
duction decisions. Prior to qualification, the supplier
performs manufacturing process design activities to
improve manufacturing yields and the likelihood of
getting qualified by the customer. At the same time,

competitors may apply and pass qualification before
the supplier, reducing the customer’s allocation of
its business to the supplier. We establish the opti-
mality of a threshold policy that prescribes when to
stop preparing for qualification and apply for it. If
qualified, the supplier makes periodic production
decisions to satisfy uncertain demand. We also
establish the optimality of a state-dependent base-stock
policy. The optimal base-stock levels and hence the
production during each period depends on when
the supplier applies for qualification and the focal
supplier’s rank among all qualified suppliers, or
equivalently the total number of qualified competi-
tors at the time when the supplier qualifies. These
results also show how and why the two-stage
dynamic programs are coupled. We characterize
monotonicity results and some properties of optimal
policy. These results help improve computational
efficiency in addition to providing insights. We also
quantify the optimal policy and its performance
under varying market and operating conditions. We
show that the optimal expected profit is higher, for
example, when price erosion rate is low or yield
improvement via learning increases quickly. We also
show that a dynamic optimal qualification and pro-
duction strategy significantly improves profits for a
supplier, in particular, when (i) price erosion rate is
high, (ii) backordering is costly, (iii) yield improve-
ment via learning-before-doing is fast and learning-
by-doing is slow, (iv) marginal loss of business asso-
ciated with competitors’ qualification is high, (v)
demand variability is high, and (vi) the chances of
passing qualification can be improved. The frame-
work also enables a manager to decide when to
enter the market early and how various market con-
ditions, such as price erosion rate, affect this time-
to-market decision.
The proposed dynamic framework is comprehen-

sive and integrates several key profit drivers. Our
study also highlights the importance of the relation-
ship among market timing, qualification, and produc-
tion decisions. In addition, we show that an optimal
qualification timing strategy requires a real-time
response to changing market conditions. Such a com-
prehensive framework together with a systematic
what-if analysis augments the decision-making pro-
cess by providing data-driven discussions based on
quantitative analysis. Such discussions also enable
different functional areas within a firm to objectively
communicate and identify opportunities for profitable
product introductions. An example of such discus-
sions can be found in Özer (2009). Such a framework
also reduces the possibility of dealing with excessive
firefighting based on subjective rather than objective
viewpoints. We refer the reader to Repenning et al.
(2001) for more discussion on related issues.

Figure 8 The Impact of Uncertainties on Profit (cv)
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To facilitate better understanding of the framework
and the product introduction process at a supplier, we
provide some additional discussions on the transition
between qualification and production, the planning
horizons, the market share, and yield structure.

5.1. Transition From Qualification Readiness to
Mass Production
For a component supplier, the qualification readiness
and qualification process involves various stages.
Here we provide a very brief summary of how Hi-
tachi GST transitions from qualification readiness to
mass production and refer the reader to Özer (2009)
for details. As product design and manufacturing
processes mature, Hitachi GST holds more frequent
meetings and fills out cross-functional checklists to
ensure that the firm is ready for qualification. Several
tests are carried out in this stage. Often, these tests
could be grouped under two categories: small volume
and large volume. In small-volume tests, product
design is tested for manufacturability and perfor-
mance. Prototypes of the product is produced in small
volumes and tested for any assembly issues. Thou-
sands of hours of testing are performed to ensure high
stability and performance in the long term. In parallel,
a high-volume test, pilot production, is carried out to
test manufacturing processes as discussed earlier in
the article. Issues such as machine breakdowns, slow
setups, and quality problems of upstream suppliers
are addressed. Next, the supplier applies for qualifica-
tion. The customer, such as Apple, has extensive qual-
ification processes which involve testing the product,
investigating the factories where the product will be
manufactured, and checking whether the supplier has
the capabilities to fulfill high-volume production
across all factories that may be located across the
globe. Several engineers and business analysts from
both the customer and supplier are charged to carry
out the related tasks.
If the customer qualifies the supplier, then the tran-

sition from pilot production to mass production is ini-
tiated. The qualified supplier is required to replicate
pilot production and the agreed-upon processes. The
customer mandates the supplier to replicate the pro-
cesses that are qualified earlier. Hence, during the
transition, every effort is made to replicate the pilot
production processes in mass production which is to
be carried out often in several factories located across
the world. The supplier also is required to achieve a
yield that is equal to the yield achieved at the end of
pilot production. To achieve these requirements, the
supplier forms a transition team, which consists of
development and manufacturing engineers. Hitachi
GST assigns more than 150 engineers and business
analysts to ensure proper transition. The engineers
monitor the transition to ensure that learnings from

the pilot run are implemented. The yield rn1 in our
model corresponds to the yield achieved at the end of
this transition before the actual production com-
mences. Any improvement made before applying for
qualification corresponds to learning-before-doing.
After initiation of mass production, yield continues to
improve as problems with manufacturing are
resolved and workers accumulate experience. This
leads to yield improvement via learning-by-doing.
The customer also introduces a new product to the
end market. Hence, the supplier’s production horizon
is synchronized with the customer’s production and
procurement horizon. In this article, we do not model
the transition process in detail. Instead, we take that
process as given and use the resulting yield curves to
study the qualification timing decision, which
impacts the supplier’s profit in several ways as dis-
cussed in section 1. Our focus is optimizing the quali-
fication timing decision and understanding the
impact of production planning decisions on the quali-
fication decisions, and vice versa. We refer the reader
to Terwiesch et al. (2001) for a model that studies the
impact of transition process on profits.

5.2. Market Share Function
First, we note that the qualification time window is
often much shorter than the production planning
horizon. Second, the production-planning stage is for
planning purposes of the qualification timing. It does
not provide a solution for the actual scheduling of
production.11 Third, the market share dynamics cap-
tures the average and long-run effects of production
cost on the qualification timing decision. The sup-
plier’s average percentage share of the customer’s
business depends inversely on the order of qualifica-
tion. This inverse relationship is a well-established
empirical generalization (Kalyanaram et al. 1995). To
capture this dynamics, the supplier’s average share is
modeled as a function of the supplier’s rank among
all qualified suppliers (or equivalently total number
of qualified suppliers at the time the focal supplier
applies for qualification). Note that such a functional
form captures the impact of competitors who get
qualified after the supplier during the remaining qual-
ification time window. The discrete-time Markov
model captures this dynamics with the sufficient sta-
tistics as the rank of the supplier among other quali-
fied suppliers. One can also include time t to the
market share to model the effect of production period
on market share. Alternatively, one can consider path-
dependent market share functions that use detailed
information about competitors, such as supplier X get-
ting qualified before supplier Y, which qualified before
supplier Z. Such functional forms require one to expand
the state space of the first-stage problem. Our structural
results continue to hold. Yet, the state space and the
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computational workwould increase. To be of any practi-
cal use, such functional forms require more granular
data, which are often difficult to obtain or scarce, to have
any statistical significance.

5.3. Yield Structure and Learning
Typically, in high-technology firms, items are pro-
duced and inspected one by one. Hence, firms can con-
trol the production input according to the outcome of
inspection and produce exactly the required amount
of defect-free units. In this case, a stochastic yield
assumption can be incorporated into the present
model by replacing the deterministic yields, rnt, with
mean yields,�rnt (as pointed out by Yano and Lee 1995).
Our results continue to hold in this case. We also con-
sider learning to be primarily related to time allocated
to improving manufacturing processes. Most
high-technology companies consider a major part of
learning process to be independent of the production
quantity, but primarily related to training and produc-
tion technology. They estimate yield curves accord-
ingly. For example, Adler and Clark (1981) determine
that yield improvement is a function of engineering
changes and workforce training for an electronics
manufacturer. Nevertheless, learning can also take
place based solely on the quantity produced. For
example, Mazzola and McCardle (1997) determine an
optimal production policy with the consideration of
the learning curves on production cost, which is
related to yield curves. Our second-stage model can be
extended to include yield curves that are functions of
the quantity produced during each period, that is,
rnt ¼ ftðynt � xntÞ. The results regarding qualification
timing would continue to hold as long as rnt is increas-
ing in n, that is, learning-before-doing is present.
There are several opportunities for future research.

For example, one can study a supplier who can
affect demand via pricing and/or possibly control
the design specifications. Such a scenario for a
downstream firm, a durable product manufacturer,
was studied by Kouvelis and Mukhopadhyay (1999).
This scenario is possible, for example, when the
product is a custom product and the supplier is the
dominant player who can dynamically set prices.
There is also an opportunity for empirical research
on the time allocated to qualification readiness and
its impact on qualification outcomes across various
industries. We believe that the study of new product
introduction decisions and subsequent production
decisions for a supplier offers a fertile avenue for
future research.
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Notes

1This figure is from market research conducted by IDC
Gartner in 2005. The research was commissioned by Hit-
achi GST, who graciously allowed us to report a sample
figure without actual numbers and names of suppliers.
2A need for a major requirement would result in failure to
qualify.
3Lieberman (1984) reports similar market dynamics in
chemical processing industries and uses market prices as
a proxy for production costs.
4If applying for qualification is not profitable, the supplier
may choose to terminate the preparations for qualifica-
tion.
5The rank indicates the order of qualification. For example,
rank four means that the supplier was the fourth to qualify.
6Dividing time into such discrete decision epochs is com-
monly used in revenue management and auctions litera-
ture (see, e.g., Lee and Hersh 1993, Talluri and Van Ryzin
2005). It allows us to formulate a discrete time Markov
model with an arbitrary order of supplier arrivals. An
alternative formulation is to assume that suppliers arrive
according to Poisson process with parameter k. Instead of
discrete time intervals, the decision controls can be
embedded at supplier arrival epochs (see Puterman 1994,
Chapter 11). Our results continue to hold for this case as
well.
7We use the terms increasing and decreasing in the weak
sense; that is, increasing means non-decreasing.
8In other words, customers pay when their demand is ful-
filled. This payment scheme is common, for example, in
high-technology markets in which prices often decline
over time. Nevertheless, other schemes, such as customers
pay when they demand the product, can similarly be
incorporated without changing our results.
9A function f : ℜ ? ℜ is coercive if limjxj!1 fðxÞ ¼ 1:
10A function v(i) has decreasing first differences if
v(i + 1) � v(i) is decreasing in i.
11The detailed actual production schedule is planned, for
example, for each week prior to the week commencing.
Firms often follow a schedule stipulated by an MRP system
given the projected demand at the time of production sche-
dule.
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Appendix:

Proof of Lemma 1. It is based on an induction argument. First, we prove it for t = T. We rewrite

Equation (8) for T by substituting cnT defined in Equation (9).

VnT (xnT , v(in)) = cnTxnT− wT min{0, xnT }+ max
ynT≥xnT

{wTEmin{ynT , DT (v(in))}−cnT ynT

−GnT (ynT , v(in))+αEVn,T+1(xn,T+1, v(in))}

= wTEDT (v(in))+ cnTxnT − wTmin{0, xnT }+ max
ynT≥xnT

{−wTE[DT (v(in))− ynT ]+

−cnT ynT−GnT (ynT , v(in))+αEVn,T+1(xn,T+1, v(in))}

= (wT − cnT )EDT (v(in)) + cnTxnT − wTmin{0, xnT }

+ max
ynT≥xnT

{−wTE[DT (v(in))− ynT ]+−cnT (ynT − EDT (v(in)))

−GnT (ynT , v(in))+αEVn,T+1(xn,T+1, v(in))}.

For the second equality, we use min{ynT , DT (v(in))} = DT (v(in)) − [DT (v(in)) − ynT ]+ and take

wTEDT (v(in)) term outside of the maximization. For the third equality, we add and subtract

cnTEDT (v(in)). To complete the proof for T , we show that the maximization problem in the last

equation is equal to −RnT (xnT , v(in)) :

= max
ynT≥xnT

{(α(wT+1 + cT+1 − cn,T+1)− wT )E[DT (v(in))− ynT ]+

+(αcT+1 − cnT )(ynT − EDT (v(in)))−GnT (ynT , v(in))}

= max
ynT≥xnT

{(αwT+1−αcn,T+1+cnT−wT )E[DT (v(in))−ynT ]+

+(αcT+1 −cnT )E[ynT −DT (v(in))]+ −GnT (ynT , v(in))}

= − min
ynT≥xnT

{(wT − cnT − αwT+1 + αcn,T+1)E[DT (v(in))− ynT ]+

+(cnT − αcT+1)E[ynT −DT (v(in))]+ +GnT (ynT , v(in))}

= − min
ynT≥xnT

{UnT (xnT , v(in))} = −RnT (xnT , v(in)).

The first statement is obtained by substituting the terminal value Vn,T+1(·, ·). For the first equality,

we use ynT − DT (v(in)) = [ynT − DT (v(in))]+ − [DT (v(in)) − ynT ]+ and rearrange terms. The

second equality follows from max{f} = −min{−f} for any function f. The third equality is from

the definitions of Gnt and Unt in Equations (7) and (10), respectively; proving the result for t = T .

Suppose for an induction argument that the Lemma is true for t+1. By substituting αVn,t+1(xn,t+1, v(in))

from Lemma 1 to Equation (8), we have

Vnt(xnt, v(in)) = max
ynt≥xnt

{wtEmin{ynt, Dt(v(in))} − wt min{0, xnt} − cnt(ynt − xnt)−Gnt(ynt, v(in))

+
T∑

j=t+1

αj−t(wj − cnj)EDj(v(in)) + αcn,t+1(ynt − EDt(v(in)))− αwt+1Emin{0, ynt −Dt(v(in))}

−αERn,t+1(xn,t+1, v(in))}

1



=
T∑

j=t+1

αj−t(wj−cnj)EDj(v(in))+cntxnt−wt min{0, xnt}+ max
ynt≥xnt

{wtEmin{ynt, Dt(v(in))} − cntynt

−Gnt(ynt, v(in)) + αcn,t+1(ynt − EDt(v(in)))− αwt+1Emin{0, ynt −Dt(v(in))}−αERn,t+1(xn,t+1, v(in))}

=
T∑
j=t

αj−t(wj − cnj)EDj(v(in)) + cntxnt −wt min{0, xnt}+ max
ynt≥xnt

{(αwt+1 − wt)E[Dt(v(in))− ynt]+

+(αcn,t+1 − cnt)(ynt − EDt(v(in)))−Gnt(ynt, v(in))− αERn,t+1(xn,t+1, v(in))}

=
T∑
j=t

αj−t(wj − cnj)EDj(v(in)) + cntxnt − wt min{0, xnt} − min
ynt≥xnt

{(cnt − αcn,t+1)E[ynt −Dt(v(in))]+

+(wt − αwt+1 + αcn,t+1 − cnt)E[Dt(v(in))− ynt]+ +Gnt(ynt, v(in)) + αERn,t+1(xn,t+1, v(in))}

=
T∑
j=t

αj−t(wj−cnj)EDj(v(in))+cntxnt−wt min{0, xnt}− min
ynt≥xnt

{Unt(ynt, v(in))+αERn,t+1(xn,t+1, v(in))}.

For the second equality, we take the constants outside of the maximization. For the third equality,

we use three substitutions. First, min{ynt, Dt(v(in))} = Dt(v(in)) − [Dt(v(in)) − ynt]+ and take

wtEDt(v(in)) outside of the maximization. Second, we add and subtract cntEDt(v(in)) and take

−cntEDt(v(in)) outside of the maximization. Third, min{ynt −Dt(v(i)), 0} = −[Dt(v(i)) − ynt]+

and replace −αwt+1Emin{ynt −Dt(v(i)), 0} with αwt+1E[Dt(v(i))− ynt]+. In the fourth equality,

we substitute ynt−Dt(v(in)) = [ynt−Dt(v(in))]+−[Dt(v(in))−ynt]+ and use the equality max{f} =

−min{−f} to convert the maximization problem to a minimization. The fifth equality follows from

the definitions of Gnt and Unt. The minimization is defined as Rnt in Equation (11). This completes

the induction argument and the proof. �

Proof of Theorem 1. It is based on an induction argument. Part 1 holds for t = T because

WnT (ynT , v(in)) = UnT (ynT , v(in)) and the function UnT (·, v(in)) is convex and coercive. Assume

Part 1 holds for t. Then, there exists a finite minimizer of the function Wnt(·, v(in)). This implies

Part 2 for t. Under this policy, net inventory after production is ynt = xnt if xnt ≥ y∗nt(v(in));

ynt = y∗nt(v(in)) if xnt < y∗nt(v(in)). The optimal cost function at t is

Rnt(xnt, v(in)) =

 Wnt(y∗nt(v(in)), v(in)), xnt < y∗nt(v(in)),

Wnt(xnt, v(in)), xnt ≥ y∗nt(v(in)).

This function is increasing convex in xnt, proving Part 3 for t. Next we prove Part 1 for t−1. From

Equation (12), Wn,t−1(yn,t−1, v(in)) is convex and coercive because Unt(yn,t−1, v(in)) is convex

and coercive and the update for net inventory is linear and expectation preserves convexity and

coerciveness. This concludes the induction argument and the proof. �

Proof of Lemma 2. Let ỹnt ≡ ynt/v(in). From Equation (10) for any t,

Unt(v(in)ỹnt, v(in)) = v(in)(hntE[ỹnt −Dt]+ + bntE[Dt − ỹnt]+) = v(in)Unt(ỹnt, 1). (17)
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We prove the Theorem by induction. To prove Part 1 for t = T, note from Equation (11) that

RnT (xnT , v(in)) = min
ynT≥xnT

UnT (ynT , v(in)) = min
ỹnT≥x̃nT

UnT (v(in)ỹnT , v(in))

= v(i) min
ỹnT≥x̃nT

UnT (ỹnT , 1) = v(in)RnT (x̃nT , 1).

This proves the result for t = T. Next, suppose Part 1 is true for t+ 1. From Equation (11),

Rnt(xnt, v(in)) = min
ỹnt≥x̃nt

{Unt(v(in)ỹnt, v(in)) + αERn,t+1(v(in)ỹnt −Dt(v(in)), v(in))}

= v(in) min
ỹnt≥x̃nt

{Unt(ỹnt, 1) + αERn,t+1(ỹnt −Dt, 1)} = v(in)Rnt(x̃nt, 1).

The second equality follows from Equation (17), and the inductive assumption, proving Part 1.

To prove Part 2, from Lemma 1 and x̃nt = xnt/v(in), we have Vnt(xnt, v(in)) =

T∑
j=t

αj−t(wj − cnj)EDj(v(in)) + cntv(in)x̃nt − wt min{0, v(in)x̃nt} −Rnt(v(in)x̃nt, v(in))

= v(in)(
T∑
j=t

αj−t(wj − cnj)EDj(1) + cntx̃nt − wt min{0, x̃nt} −Rnt(x̃nt, 1)) = v(in)Vnt(x̃nt, 1).

Second equality is from Part 1. This completes the proof of Part 2.

To prove Part 3, note that when v(in) = 1, y∗nt(1) minimizes Wnt(y, 1) with respect to y (Theo-

rem 1). Therefore, y∗nt(1) also minimizes v(in)Wnt(y, 1). We have, v(in)Wnt(y, 1) = v(in)[Unt(y, 1)+

ERn,t+1(y − Dt, 1)] = Unt(v(in)y, v(in)) + ERn,t+1(v(in)y − v(in)Dt, v(in)) = Wnt(v(in)y, v(in)).

The first equality is from Equation (12). The second equality is from Part 1 and Equation (17).

The last equality is from Equation (12). The above shows that v(in)y∗nt(1) is the minimizer of

Wnt(·, v(in)) and hence, y∗nt(v(in)) = v(in)y∗nt(1). This completes the proof. �

Proof of Theorem 2. Note that Lemma 2 Part 2 and Equation (14) imply Part 1. To prove

Part 2, we show that Vn1(0, 1) is increasing in n. More generally, we prove by induction that for

given t and x, Vnt(x, 1) is increasing in n. Let n1 < n2. To prove Part 2 for T + 1, note from the

definition of Vn,T+1 after Equation (8) that Vn1,T+1(x, 1) = (wT+1 +cT+1− cT+1

rn1,T+1
)[−x]+ +cT+1x ≤

(wT+1 + cT+1 − cT+1

rn2,T+1
)[−x]+ + cT+1x = Vn2,T+1(x, 1). The inequality is from rn1,T+1 ≤ rn2,T+1.

Next, suppose the result is true for t+ 1. Let y∗n1t(x) be the optimal net inventory after production

in period t when n = n1. Note from Equation (8) that

Vn1t(x, 1) = max
y≥x

[wtEmin{y,Dt} − wt min{0, x} − cn1t(y − x)−Gn1t(y, 1) + αEVn1,t+1(x, 1)]

= wtEmin{y∗n1t(x), Dt} − wt min{0, x} − cn1t(y
∗
n1t(x)− x)−Gn1t(y

∗
n1t(x), 1)

+αEVn1,t+1(y∗n1t(x)−Dt, 1)]

≤ wtEmin{y∗n1t(x), Dt} − wt min{0, x} − cn2t(y
∗
n1t(x)− x)−Gn2t(y

∗
n1t(x), 1)

+αEVn2,t+1(y∗n1t(x)−Dt, 1)] ≤ Vn2t(x, 1).
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The second equality is from the optimality of y∗n1t(x). The first inequality holds because (i) cn1t ≥
cn2t, which follows from Equation (9) and production yield being increasing in n, (ii) for given

y, Gnt(y, 1) does not depend on n, and (iii) the inductive assumption. The last inequality holds

because y∗n1t(x) is not necessarily the optimal net inventory after production when n = n2. This

completes the induction argument and the proof. �

Proof of Theorem 3. To prove Part 1, from Equation (1), Theorem 2 Part 1, and Equa-

tion (15), we have An(in) = max{qnJn(in, 1) + (1 − qn)Jn(in, 0), 0} = max{qnv(in)jn(1) + (1 −
qn)v(in)jn(0), 0} = v(in) max{qnjn(1) + (1− qn)jn(0), 0} = v(in)an.

Next we prove Part 2. Note from Equation (15) that an is nonnegative. To prove an is increasing

let n1 < n2. Since jn(0) = 0 by Equation (14), we have an = max{qnjn(1), 0}. Hence,

an2−an1 = max{qn2jn2(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)

, 0} −max{qn1jn1(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)

, 0}.

We consider all four possible outcomes to show that an2 − an1 ≥ 0.

Case I when a > 0, b > 0 : We have, an2 − an1 = qn2(jn2(1)− jn1(1)) + (qn2 − qn1)jn1(1). First

term is nonnegative due to Theorem 2 Part 2. Second term is also nonnegative because qualification

probability qn is increasing in n and jn1(1) > 0 when b > 0. Therefore, an2 − an1 ≥ 0.

Case II when a > 0, b ≤ 0 : We have an2 − an1 = a > 0.

Case III when a ≤ 0, b > 0 : This implies qn1jn1(1) > qn2jn2(1). Note, however, that jn2(1) ≥
jn1(1) by Theorem 2 Part 2 and qn2 ≥ qn1 since qualification probability is increasing in n. This

implies qn1jn1(1) ≤ qn2jn2(1) is always true. Therefore, this case is not possible.

Case IV when a ≤ 0, b ≤ 0 : We have an2 − an1 = 0− 0 = 0. �

Proof of Theorem 4. First we show that for any n ≤ N − 1, [pnAn+1(i+ 1) + (1− pn)An+1(i)]−
An(i) is decreasing in i. To do so, consider any i1 < i2. We have

[pnAn+1(i2 + 1) + (1− pn)An+1(i2)]−An(i2)− [pnAn+1(i1 + 1) + (1− pn)An+1(i1)] +An(i1)

= [pnv(i2 + 1)an+1 + (1− pn)v(i2)an+1]− v(i2)an − [pnv(i1 + 1)an+1 + (1− pn)v(i1)an+1] + v(i1)an

= [pn(v(i2 + 1)− v(i1 + 1)) + (1− pn)(v(i2)− v(i1))]an+1 − (v(i2)− v(i1))an

≤ (v(i2)− v(i1))an+1 − (v(i2)− v(i1))an = (v(i2)− v(i1))(an+1 − an) ≤ 0.

The first equality follows from Theorem 3 Part 1. The first inequality holds because v(i) has

decreasing first differences and an+1 ≥ 0 by Theorem 3 Part 2. The last inequality is from an+1 ≥ an
(Theorem 3 Part 2) and v(i) being decreasing. This shows that [pnAn+1(i+ 1) + (1−pn)An+1(i)]−
An(i) is decreasing in i.
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Next, we prove the Theorem by induction. To prove Part 1 for n = N − 1, from Equation (6)

TN−1(i) = HN−1(i)−AN−1(i) = [pN−1BN (i+1)+(1−pN−1)BN (i)]−AN−1(i) = [pN−1AN (i+1)+

(1 − pN−1)AN (i)] − AN−1(i). The second and third equalities follow from Equations (4) and (2),

respectively. The above is decreasing in i. This completes the proof of Part 1 for N − 1. Suppose

Part 1 is true for n + 1. To prove Part 2 for n + 1, note that Tn+1(i) ≥ 0 for any i ≤ i∗n+1 since

Tn+1(i) is decreasing in i from Part 1. By the same reasoning, Tn+1(i) < 0 for any i > i∗n+1. Hence,

the policy in Part 2 is optimal. Part 3 follows from Part 1 and Equation (5). To prove Part 1 for

n, from Equation (6)

Tn(i) = Hn(i)−An(i) = [pnBn+1(i+ 1) + (1− pn)Bn+1(i)]−An(i)

= [pnQn+1(i+ 1) + (1− pn)Qn+1(i)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)

+ [pnAn+1(i+ 1) + (1− pn)An+1(i)]−An(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)

.

The second and third equalities follow from Equations (4) and (5), respectively. From Part 3 for

n+ 1, the term in (a) is decreasing in i. The term in (b) is decreasing in i as proved above. This

completes the proof of Part 1 for n, concluding the induction argument and the proof. �

Proof of Theorem 5. To prove Part 1, we first prove by induction that Bn(i) is decreasing in i.

To prove BN (i) is decreasing, note from Equation (2) and Theorem 3 Part 1 that BN (i) = AN (i) =

v(i)aN and recall that v(i) is decreasing in i. Next, suppose that Bn+1(i) is decreasing. We have,

Bn(i) = max{Hn(i), v(i)an}. Hn(i) = pnBn+1(i+1)+(1−pn)Bn+1(i) is decreasing in i by inductive

assumption. v(i)an is also decreasing in i. This completes the proof that Bn(i) is decreasing in i

for all n.

Next, we show that Tn(i) is decreasing in pn for any i and n ≤ N − 1. To do so, we show

that Tn(i, p1) ≤ Tn(i, p2) for any pn = {p1, p2} ∈ [0, 1] with p1 > p2. Substituting Hn(i) as

defined in Equation (4), we have Tn(i, p) = pnBn+1(i + 1) + (1 − pn)Bn+1(i) − v(i)an. Hence,

Tn(i, p1)− Tn(i, p2) = (p1 − p2)(Bn+1(i+ 1)−Bn+1(i)) ≤ 0. The inequality holds because p1 > p2

and Bn+1(i) is decreasing in i as proved above. Hence, from its definition in Equation (16), i∗n is

decreasing in pn.

To prove Part 2, we first show that Tn(in) is decreasing in qn. To do so, we show that Tn(in, q1) ≤
Tn(in, q2) for any qn = {q1, q2} ∈ [0, 1] with q1 > q2. We also define an(q) as in Equation (15) with

qn = q. From An(in) = v(in)an(q) (Theorem 3 Part 1), we have Tn(in, q1)− Tn(in, q2) =

v(in)(an(q2)− an(q1)) = v(in)[max{q2jn(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)

, 0} −max{q1jn(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)

, 0}].

We consider all four possible outcomes to show that an(q2)− an(q1) ≤ 0.
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Case I when a > 0, b > 0 : Since a > 0, we must have jn(1) > 0. We have, an(q2) − an(q1) =

(q2 − q1)jn(1) < 0 because q1 > q2 and jn(1) > 0.

Case II when a > 0, b ≤ 0 : Since a > 0, we must have jn(1) > 0. Since b ≤ 0, we must have

jn(1) ≤ 0. Hence, Case II is not possible.

Case III when a ≤ 0, b > 0 : Similar to Case II, Case III is not possible either.

Case IV when a ≤ 0, b ≤ 0 : We have an(q2)− an(q1) = 0− 0 = 0.

Hence, Tn(in) is decreasing in qn. This result together with Equation (16) imply i∗n is decreasing

in qn. This completes the proof of the Theorem. �
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